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Revolution in
Naval Aviation
By RAdm. John Nathman
Director, Air Warfare

A

s we approach the end of
the 20th century, we can
look back with great pride at
the dominant role that Naval
Aviation has played in winning
wars, deterring aggression and preserving peace around the world.
When Eugene Ely flew a Curtiss
biplane off the bow of the cruiser
Birmingham in 1910, it marked the
beginning of a revolution in naval
warfare. The revolution began quietly, but new tactics and technological
advances came quickly. By the time
the war in the Pacific ended in 1945,
the rules for waging war at sea or

The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet will provide
air power for the revolution in strike warfare.

from the sea had been forever
changed.
During the second half of this
century, the pace of technological
advancement has accelerated dramatically, and Naval Aviation has
changed with it, maintaining its
unique status as “the force of
choice” for our nation’s defense.
When it comes to preserving stabiliPhoto by Kevin Flynn/The Boeing Co.

ty in today’s unstable world, the
only thing that can replace a carrier
battle group or amphibious readiness
group is another carrier battle group
or amphibious readiness group.
We stand today on the threshold
of a new chapter in our brand of
warfare, and our vision for the future
places Naval Aviation at the forefront. There are really two separate
revolutions, both of which require
Naval Aviation to lead. The first is in
strike warfare. With the all-precision
air wing already in place, this revolution is well underway.
To see the impact of this revolu-

tion, compare today’s capability to that of the 1980s air wing.
Then, one A-6E Intruder squadron and two A-7E Corsair II
squadrons for the strike mission were complemented by two F14 Tomcat squadrons and one S-3A Viking, EA-6B Prowler
and E-2C Hawkeye squadron each for fleet defense. Although
the awesome firepower possessed by that team was unparalleled in its day, it typically required around-the-clock strikes to
take out high-priority targets, sometimes requiring days of
repeated pounding that increased risk to aircraft and aircrew.
Today’s air wing consists of three squadrons of F/A-18C
Hornets and one squadron each of LANTIRN [low-altitude
navigation and targeting infrared for night]-equipped F-14
fighters, EA-6Bs for electronic protection/attack, E-2Cs and
S-3Bs for surveillance, and SH-60 Seahawk armed helicopters for combat search and rescue. This formidable mix of
aircraft combined with our transition to Nimitz-class nuclear
carriers brings a level of sortie generation, precision and
lethality unheard of in the past. The same number of strike
aircraft can fly twice the number of sorties and strike roughly
three times the number of targets as an air wing of a decade
ago. We have become so precise that we no longer strike
general targets; we strike “aimpoints,” precise locations within a given target area. As a result, today’s air wing, including
coordinated strike assets from the battle group, has moved
from being an “enabling” force to a dominant force in expeditionary operations.
This revolution in strike warfare will be in full force when
new weapon systems currently in production hit the fleet in the
next several years. Led by the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet, and
incorporating inertial/global positioning system-guided
weaponry—such as the Joint Stand-Off Weapon and the Joint
Direct Attack Munition—this strike force will provide a quantum improvement in precision and lethality over today’s highly
capable air wing. As these next-generation aircraft and weapons
are in place, Naval Aviation’s leading role will make naval
expeditionary forces the decisive force in theater.
Looking further down the road, we envision Naval Aviation
enabling the coming revolution of network-centric warfare.
This concept is based on the premise that a naval force is more
powerful than the sum of its individual ships, planes and
weapons. Building on the coming explosion in information
technology, network-centric warfare is all about getting the
right information to the right warfighter at the right time. We
will kill enemy targets in many cases by direct sensor-toweapon and sensor-to-shooter connectivity by passing targetingquality data.
The backbone of this new revolution will be Naval Aviation.
We will provide the sustainment of the striking power as well
as the cohesion and coherence of tactical data to make the right
warfighting decisions. Naval Aviation will provide the right
assets to lead the naval expeditionary force of the future.
But no warfighting concept will work without Naval
Aviation’s most important asset: the dedicated aviators and
maintainers in our air wings, carriers, helicopter detachments
and maritime squadrons, and those who train our future warriors. No matter where you find Naval Aviation professionals,
you will find them leading not only in aviation, but throughout
the Navy.
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